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abstract There are growing concerns about the impact of digital technologies on children’s emotional well-being, particularly regarding fear, anxiety, and depression. The 2 mental health categories of anxiety and depression will be discussed together because there is significant symptom overlap and comorbidity. Early research has explored the impact of traditional media (eg, television, movies) on children’s acute fears, which can result in anxieties and related sleep disturbances that are difficult to remedy. More recent research deals with the interactive nature of newer media, especially social media, and their impacts on anxiety and depression. Key topics of inquiry include the following: anxiety and depression associated with technology-based negative social comparison, anxiety resulting from lack of emotion-regulation skills because of substituted digital media use, social anxiety from avoidance of social interaction because of substituted digital media use, anxiety because of worries about being inadequately connected, and anxiety, depression, and suicide as the result of cyberbullying and related behavior. A growing body of research confirms the relationship between digital media and depression. Although there is evidence that greater electronic media use is associated with depressive symptoms, there is also evidence that the social nature of digital communication may be harnessed in some situations to improve mood and to promote health-enhancing strategies. Much more research is needed to explore these possibilities.
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In an effort to summarize emerging areas in the field concerning the relationship between digital media use (eg, television, video games, computers, tablets, smart phones, and other devices) and symptoms of anxiety and depression in children and adolescents, we have focused on 6 different areas for which research evidence is available. These areas are in various levels of research development; we discuss each one separately, offer suggestions for future research, and translate what is currently known into recommendations for pediatricians and other stakeholders.

CURRENT STATE

Fear and Anxiety Produced by Contents of Traditional Media

A variety of surveys dating back as far as the 1930s have shown that a substantial proportion of children experience acute fearful reactions to various aspects of the content of media, especially movies, television dramas, and the news.1 Correlational studies reveal an association between amount of television viewing and sleep problems, and retrospective reports2 reveal that intense, trauma-like symptoms from media exposure are common in children and adolescents. Developmental differences are important influences on what is frightening and on which strategies for alleviating media-induced fears are effective. The consequences of exposure to material that is frightening to a child of a specific developmental stage can be dramatic. It is often difficult to calm a child who has been intensely frightened by a program or movie, and the resulting loss of sleep and heightened levels of unnecessary anxiety can cause physical, cognitive, and emotional problems. Therefore, efforts to shield children from inappropriately disturbing content are warranted.3 Little research has been conducted on acute fear reactions delivered by newer technologies, such as the Internet, social media, and portable devices. However, considering that these types of technologies are often used to access video entertainment, much of what we know about fear and children is applicable to modern types of media use.

Research on traditional media has found that the representation of attractive people leading exciting and idealized lives in media programs invites social comparison and contributes to dissatisfaction with oneself.4 Similarly, with digital media, researchers have examined whether exposure to social networking sites can influence depression and anxiety in adolescents through technology-based negative social comparison, resulting in negative self-evaluation or anxiety about evaluation by others.

Although largely cross-sectional, associations have been observed between the use of social networking sites and depression or anxiety symptoms in children and adolescents.5 In contrast, research with adults showed that using the Internet to communicate with friends and family was linked with decreases in depression.6 The direction of causality cannot be determined in such cross-sectional data, but a few studies using measurements over time suggest a possible directionality. For example, in a study in which young adults were asked over a span of 2 weeks about well-being, life satisfaction, and Facebook use, the authors reported that more Facebook use predicted decreases in these measures; in addition, the more they used Facebook over the 2 weeks, the more their life satisfaction decreased over time.7 In another study, adolescents completed questionnaires at 2 time points regarding technology use (ie, cell phones, Facebook, and Instagram) and indicators of social comparison; results indicated that technology-based social comparison and feedback seeking were associated with depressive symptoms that exceeded previous depressive symptom history.8

Anxiety Resulting From Lack of Emotion-Regulation Skills Because of Substituted Digital Media Use

Adolescents may seek digital distraction from emerging anxiety or distress emotions, creating a reinforced behavioral avoidance of emotional experiences. Emotion regulation is an important skill that is developed in childhood and adolescence because individuals learn to handle and cope with strong emotions by experiencing them and developing internal regulatory processes. Psychological theory has widely acknowledged that emotion regulation is an essential component of mental health, and problems with it are a hallmark characteristic of a variety of psychopathological disorders, such as anxiety and depression.9 Research has shown that individuals with Internet overuse or addiction report using it to avoid negative emotions, such as anxiety and depression.10,11 Although no studies showing causal relationships yet exist, problematic Internet use is associated with having greater difficulties in emotion regulation,12 and depression symptoms predict an increase in the use of the Internet for mood regulation, which “seems to act as a dysfunctional regulator of emotional distress.”13 Additional work is needed to examine the effects of digital devices on emotion-regulation skills.

Social Anxiety and Depression From Lack of Social Interaction because of Substituted Digital Media Use

Social anxiety disorder is a psychiatric illness characterized by fear of embarrassment or humiliation, leading to the avoidance of social situations. The disorder interferes with social and occupational functioning and...
increases the risk for substance abuse and suicide. Researchers have documented that the options of texting, instant messaging, and emailing have become preferred by some individuals over face-to-face interactions for some types of contact. Although this preference is understandable, the behavior may actually increase risk in individuals vulnerable to social anxiety disorder. For these individuals, opting to substitute digital media for interpersonal communication to avoid feared situations may become cyclically reinforced over time, making the person even more avoidant and worsening the symptoms and severity of social anxiety disorder.

Preliminary research suggests that time spent online displaces in-person interactions. Although primarily correlational, research suggests that young people who replace in-person exchanges with virtual interactions intensify their social impairments, whereas those who use online exchanges to supplement existing friendships report improvements in the quality and closeness of their existing relationships. If adolescents preferentially seek online experiences over in-person ones, social anxiety symptoms could worsen in vulnerable individuals. Furthermore, researchers have found that individuals reporting symptoms consistent with social anxiety disorder endorsed a growing “reliance upon the Internet as a social outlet to the exclusion of face-to-face interactions.”

Similarly, depression has been postulated to be caused by substituted digital communication, such as excessive mobile phone use that takes the place of face-to-face contact and causes subsequent social isolation. In fact, researchers conducting a recent longitudinal study of adolescents found that greater use of mobile phones at baseline was associated with higher levels of depression 1 year later.

**Anxiety Because of Worries About Being Inadequately Connected**

The use of social technology (e.g., texting, instant messaging, e-mailing) has become a primary method of communication for a majority of young adults, and interrupting the use of these technologies can lead to increased levels of anxiety. In Japan, researchers noted anxiety in students (mean age = 18.4 years) such that when they did not receive an instant reply to their text message, they felt a fear of being ostracized.

Researchers conducting study of adults found that greater amounts of text messaging were associated with higher anxiety and depression levels and that a feeling of being dependent on text messaging was associated with depression. The tendency to be constantly connected to one’s social network through digital devices, therefore, potentially contributes to feelings of anxiety.

**Anxiety, Depression, and Suicide as the Result of Cyberbullying and Other Media Use Behaviors**

A recent meta-analysis of 131 studies highlighted the following key findings: (1) most estimates of the prevalence of cyberbullying among adolescents fall between 11% and 48%, depending on the definition of cyberbullying, group demographics, and the reporting time frame; (2) there is a substantial degree of overlap between adolescents who bully others offline and those who engage in cyberbullying (similarly, victims of cyberbullying are often victimized offline); and (3) adolescents who experience cyberbullying are at increased risk for a wide range of mental and physical health problems. The majority of victims report negative feelings, such as embarrassment, worry, fear, depression, or loneliness after cyberbullying events.

Internet use in general and the specific experience of being a victim of cyberbullying are both associated with more suicidal thoughts and self-injurious behaviors. Using the Internet exposes young people to stories and conversations about suicides, and such exposure, especially in the form of discussion forums, increases suicidal ideation. Furthermore, groups that congregate specifically to discuss issues related to suicide and self-injury provide any youth exploring the topic with details and potential support through the normalization of the behavior. Youth who exhibit self-injurious behaviors use the Internet more and in ways that might expose them to high-risk situations. Youths who are cyberbullied are more likely than their peers to think about and attempt suicide. Even in the face of these findings, it is important to recognize that the social nature of the Internet positions it to be an effective source of therapeutic support. Being active in an online support group may lead to lower levels of distress potentially through increased exposure to messages that support positive behaviors and efforts and applaud successful behavior change. The impact of Internet use on suicidal behaviors is dependent, it seems, on the specific information accessed and people contacted.

Similarly, not all types of electronic media use would be expected to worsen depression. Because increases in momentary positive affect may lower some people’s risk for depression, certain types of media use that have this effect could be therapeutic. **Media use that provides effective distraction, humor, connection to peers, and a wide social network could serve to help adolescents avoid depression and potentially reduce its impact on their functioning. Although emerging research seems to point to communication technology as contributing to depression through**
How are different types of social comparison and other means, not enough work has been completed examining if and how depressed young people turn to this type of contact to help cope with negative affect. To date, there has not been a systematic examination of how young people with depression use media to manage their affect and the effectiveness of these behaviors. This type of work can help reveal the causal directions or otherwise complex relationships between affective disorders and use of digital media and communication technologies.

**FUTURE RESEARCH**

- How does digital media and social networking affect anxiety, depression, and related well-being? Does a societal emphasis on online social networking contribute to this effect? If so, could school-based education about these issues with adolescents decrease negative effects (eg, discussion about online identity versus real identity, social desirability, authenticity, etc)? If use is related to anxiety and depression symptoms, what are the mediators and moderators? Previous work has largely been cross-sectional; future work could use controlled designs with an intervention arm receiving increased digital media use opportunities and a control arm not having those opportunities;
- Could overreliance on digital media devices interfere with normal emotion-regulation development? This question has broad-reaching mental health consequences but has heretofore not been examined; and
- How are different types of communication technologies used by young people suffering from depression, and does their use alleviate or aggravate its symptoms?

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

**Clinicians and Providers**

- Pediatricians should be reminded to screen for media exposure (amount and content) to help treat patients suffering from high levels of anxiety, insomnia, and other symptoms potentially indicative of exposure to problematic media;
- Pediatricians can also counsel parents to help guide children to appropriate content by using ratings, reviews, plot descriptions, and by screening material before allowing their child to access it, while taking developmental differences into account;
- For children and adolescents whose pediatricians feel they may be vulnerable to social anxiety disorder, parents could be counseled to give children ample opportunities to practice face-to-face communication and to limit online communication;
- Pediatricians, counselors, and others can help educate parents on strategies for developing and implementing household rules about media use because such rules have been linked to reduced levels of depression in young people;
- Clinicians can help youth suffering from depression to access the social resources they seek through multiple rich channels of communication, including both face-to-face and mediated interactions.

**Policy Makers**

- Policy makers can support the development of more accurate, helpful media ratings and blocking technologies and enforce their proper application.

**Educators**

- Stakeholders in child health should encourage young people to explore entertainment opportunities apart from television viewing because it has been shown to increase one’s odds of developing depression.30
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